The metallic superlens is based on excitation and amplification of coupled surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes through a metal slab. However, the narrow and too-high peaks of the SPP resonance modes in the transfer function can jeopardize imaging performance, such that high sidelobes occur in the image of isolated subwavelength patterns. We propose to design a metallic superlens by approaching the cutoff condition of the long-range SPP mode to flatten the transfer function and to improve imaging performance significantly.
Introduction
A superlens is a slab of negative index material (NIM) that can be used to restore the phase of propagating waves and the amplitude of evanescent waves [1] to achieve perfect image recovery with lossless media and impedance matching at interfaces. An alternative to the NIM superlens is a metallic superlens made with noble metals that have negative permittivities at the operating optical frequency, but a normal permeability close to the positive unit. The metallic superlens, which is easier to implement, is based on amplification of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) by the resonance of multiply reflected SPP modes between the two surfaces of a metal slab to compensate for the exponential decay of evanescent waves away from the object [1, 2] and has been experimentally demonstrated and applied to lithography to record subwavelength patterns in photoresist [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, it has been shown that, for imaging purposes, the SPP resonance can also be detrimental because of its disproportional enhancement of the spatial spectrum components of the field. As a consequence, the images of isolated nanometric patterns can show strong sidelobes that can be suppressed only by placing assistant features within the object [7] .
We analyze the SPP waveguide modes excited in the metallic superlens structure by the object field. We demonstrate that the typical two feature peaks in the transfer function of the metallic superlens obtained in the SPP resonance theory [1, 2] are the well-known long-range and short-range SPP waveguide modes. Therefore, we propose to use the longrange mode cutoff technique [8] [9] [10] in the metallic superlens design to flatten the transfer function at the price of reducing the SPP amplification to a reasonable level. We show a design example in which the image of a subwavelength two-slit pattern is significantly improved with the metallic superlens designed to approach the long-range SPP mode cutoff condition.
frequency. The superlens is placed between two semiinfinite dielectric media of permittivities ε 1 and ε 3 , where a planar object with nanoscaled details and its image are parallel to the slab at distances d 1 and d 3 , respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In comparison with axial distances d 1 , d, and d 2 , the transverse extension of the slab is infinitely large; the illuminating light is TM polarized.
The imaging properties of the superlens are conveniently described by the transfer function (TF), defined as the transmission coefficients for the Fourier components of the object. The system depicted in Fig. 1 can be considered as a cascade of three subsystems in media ε 1 , ε m , and ε 3 , so that the total TF from the object to the image plane is a product of the TFs of three layers, TFðk x Þ ¼ τ 1 · τ m · τ 3 , where k x is the wave-vector component along the superlensdielectric interface and
with n ¼ 1, 3 are the spatial filters of free-space propagation over distance d n . The τ n is the phase filter for the propagating waves with k 2 x < ε n k 2 0 and the exponential decay of amplitude normally away from planes z ¼ 0 and z ¼ d for the evanescent waves with k 2 x > ε n k 2 0 . The exponential decay of the evanescent components of the object wave over distances d 1 and d 3 has a significant effect on the performance of the metallic superlens. Transmission coefficient τ m through the metallic slab can be calculated by considering the resonance of the multiply reflected field within the metallic slab as [1, 2] 
and the corresponding reflection coefficient ρ m is
where
are the Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients of the interfaces of the metal slab at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ d, respectively. The evanescent waves that carry the nanoscale object information excite the SPPs at the metal-dielectric interface if d 1 is less than skin depth in ε 1 of the evanescent waves. It is well known that a SPP can be amplified through the resonance of a multiply reflected field within the metallic slab [1, 2] . Indeed, within the electrostatic limit with k x → ∞, the dependence on μ is negligible. Assuming a symmetric structure Note that, unlike the NIM superlens or conventional lens, the planar metallic superlens does not provide appropriate phase modulations for refocusing the propagating beams to the image. The propagating beams are simply refracted at the two parallel surfaces of the superlens and attenuated by absorption through the metal slab. The image formation by the propagating beams is in fact a projection of the planar object to the image plane by the zero-order diffracted beam.
Modal Analysis
In a metallic superlens the SPPs are excited in the AEx transversal direction at metal slab surfaces. As the superlens thickness is comparable with the SPP skin depth in the metal, the SPPs at both slab surfaces are coupled, giving rise to SPP modal field distributions. Note that the metallic superlens differs from the d-m-d SPP waveguide because the metallic superlens in the UV band operates with high loss, whereas the SPP waveguide usually operates in the IR-visible band with low loss. For the noble metals in the IR-visible band, jε m j ≫ ε d , so that the SPP propagation constant at the bulk metal surface of
is close to the real axis that corresponds to low-loss propagation. When increasing the optical frequency to the UV band, jRefε m gj of the noble metals usually decreases significantly, typically resulting in an increase in jImfβ sp gj, i.e., a higher decay rate of the SPP. For example, for silver in dielectric media ε d ¼ 2:5, we have ε m ¼ −17:24 þ i0:5 [11] and β sp ¼ k 0 ffiffiffiffi ffi ε 1 p ð1:71 þ i0:004Þ at 617 nm and ε m ¼ −2 þ i0:28
To describe the SPP waveguide modes we write the TM-polarized magnetic fields in the structure shown in Fig. 1 as
where β ¼ β 0 þ iβ 00 is the complex-valued propagation constant of the SPP mode. The complex field amplitude is H y1 ¼ 1 at z ¼ 0, it is a þ and a − in the metal for the waves in the AEz direction, respectively, it is b in medium ε 3 , and
describes the profile of the mode in z in the ith medium, which can decay exponentially in z with a positive ImfS i g or grow exponentially with negative ImfS i g. The corresponding E field in the three layers can be calculated by use of E x ¼ ði=ωε 0 εÞð∂H y =∂zÞ.
Note that the incident field in medium ε 1 is not included in the model of Eq. (4) in the waveguide mode analysis. Applying the continuity condition for H y and E x at interfaces z ¼ 0 and z ¼ d to Eq. (4) results in four equations, in which cancellation of a þ , a − , and b yields the dispersion relation of
which is characteristic of the asymmetrical SPP waveguide with ε 1 ≠ ε 3 . It can be shown that Eq. (6) in combination with Eq. (5) is identical to the well-known formula of the SPP waveguide dispersion relation in Ref. [8] . However, Eq. (6) in combination with Eq. (5) gives an explicit form, in which a sole unknown β is to be solved as a function of the structure parameters, namely, slab thickness d, ε 1 , ε m , ε 3 and the wavelength. Equation (6) can be rewritten according to Eq. (3) as
which is an explicit expression of the basic resonance condition of guided modes with multiply reflected waves between the two surfaces of the metal slab.
Note that, if S m is equal to k zm ¼ AE 
the condition for exciting the SPP modes at the superlens interfaces by an incoming evanescent plane wave. The transcendental Eq. (6) is solved numerically with each solution of β defining a SPP mode. There are four basic mode solutions referred to as long-range bound (LRB), long-range leaky (LRL), short-range bound (SRB), and short-range leaky (SRL) modes. Among them only two can be physically excited by a source located outside the metal layer [8] . In addition to the basic modes, Eq. (6) has an infinite number of discrete solutions that correspond to strongly attenuated evanescent field distributions [12] .
To apply the SPP waveguide modal analysis to the superlens, we plot the transmission jτ m j calculated from Eq. (1) for a typical metal slab as a function of the normalized spatial frequency of the incoming plane waves, k x0 ¼ k x =ðk 0 p ε 1 Þ). Then, we numerically solved the dispersion relation in Eq. (6) for the complex propagation constants β ¼ β 0 þ iβ 00 for the SPP waveguide of the same structure. In the metallic superlens, the SPP modes are excited by nanoscale details in the object. Assume an object point placed at x ¼ 0 as a subwavelength slit, which diffracts the TM-polarized incident beam and launches the SPPs along the interface of the metallic slab. The SPP mode field distribution is described as uðAExÞ expðiβ 0 xÞ expð−β 00 xÞ, where uðxÞ is the step function located at x ¼ 0. Thus the transfer function of the metallic superlens is the Fourier transform of the SPP mode distribution and is equal to 1=ðβ 00 þ iðk x − β 0 ÞÞ with β 0 determining the location and β 00 determining the width of the peak in the Fourier spectrum. A large value of β 00 corresponds to a fast decay, exp ð−β 00 jxjÞ, of the SPP mode along the x axis away from x ¼ 0 and then to a wide peak in the Fourier spectrum of the SPP mode. We plot the amplitude of the mode spatial spectrum and fit them to the transfer function jτ m j calculated from Eq. Figure 2(a) shows the fit of the LRB and SRB modes to jτ m j in a symmetrical configuration ε 1 ¼ ε 3 ¼ 2; 31. For a symmetrical structure the mode field distribution would be either symmetric or antisymmetric so that
When ImðS 1 Þ and ImðS 3 Þ are both positive, the mode fields decay exponentially in both ε 1 and ε 3 away from the interfaces with local amplitude maxima located at both interfaces. For the antisymmetric mode, field H y changes its polarity over the slab thickness d ≪ λ. The fast variation along z corresponds to a larger value of S i and consequently a large wavenumber jβ 2 j > jεk 2 0 j according to Eq. (5), so that the antisymmetric mode decays in the AEx directions faster than the symmetric mode [8, 9] . The former is the SRB mode and the latter is the LRB mode. In addition, the SRB mode corresponding to a larger β 0 is located at higher frequencies k x compared with the LRB mode, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Figure 2(b) shows the fit of the SPP modes to jτ m j in a highly asymmetrical structure with ε 1 ¼ 2; 31 and ε 1 ¼ 1. We found that, in this asymmetrical case, a LRL mode is excited, which has most of its spectrum peak in the band of homogeneous waves k x0 < 1. The LRL mode and the SRB mode are a good fit with the metal slab transmission jτ m j.
Cutoff of the Long-Range Mode
The typical transmission coefficient of the metal slab as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) contains two well-defined feature peaks that correspond to two excited SPP modes: a narrow peak near jk x0 j ¼ 1 associated with a LRB mode and a broad peak at higher frequencies k x0 associated with a SRB mode. The latter is mostly suppressed by exponential decay, τ 1 and τ 3 , over distances d 1 ≠ 0 and d 3 ≠ 0 in a practical superlens structure, so that the TF of the superlens structure contains mainly the LRB mode peak located in the lower portion of the evanescent spectrum. On the one hand, this transmission peak provides SPP amplification, which is necessary to compensate for its exponential decay along the z axis. On the other hand, a narrow and too high transmission peak can cause strong sidelobes in the image of an isolated subwavelength object. In the simulations reported in [7] , a metallic superlens failed to image an object of two 20 nm slits spaced 40 nm apart, as it showed strong sidelobes that cannot be suppressed without the use of assistant features in the object mask. Therefore, the superlens structure parameters, such as the permittivity and thickness of each layer, must be optimized to flatten the TF at the price of a lower SPP amplification. This optimization is usually performed by trials without rules to follow. Here we propose to use the long-range mode cutoff technique to trim the TF in the design of the superlens.
In the SPP waveguide theory, the LRB is in the cutoff mode when propagation constant β, obtained by solving numerically the dispersion relation, is purely real [8, 9] . This occurs when the nature of the mode changes from attenuating (Im½β > 0) to growing (Im½β < 0) with the propagation along the metal layer, so that the mode cannot be excited by physical means. In the case of the three-layer structure shown in Fig. 1 , the LRB mode at the cutoff is a Brewster mode, for which a homogeneous plane wave in ε 1 propagating at grazing incidence (k x ≈ ffiffiffiffi ffi ε 1 p k 0 ) feeds a SPP resonance localized at the ε m − ε 3 interface with the incident energy totally dissipated in the metal such that the reflection of the metal layer, ρ m , is null. Thus, at the cutoff, ρ m ¼ 0. From Eq. (2) this condition gives
This transcendent equation can be solved numerically for a real-valued β c so that
in the relations with structural parameters ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 , and d.
In the metallic superlens design, we do not completely cutoff the LRB mode but approach the cutoff condition to reduce the SPP amplification at a convenient level. In practice, starting from a given superlens structure, we approach the cutoff of the LRB mode by gradually increasing the asymmetry ratio ε 1 =ε 3 or decreasing the metal layer thickness d for the given ε 1 and ε 3 and computing the τ m and the TF from Eq. (1) for three-layer structures. For multiple-layer structures, we use the transfer matrix approach [13] and observe the LRB mode transmission peak decreasing as its peak location shifted toward k x ≈ ffiffiffiffi ffi ε 1 p k 0 with the changing of the structure parameters. 
Design Example
As an example, we consider a three-layer structure with a 30 nm thick silver superlens at λ ¼ 376 nm with ε m ¼ −3:16 þ 0:2i [12] . We considered three configurations. The first was the close-to-the-cutoff configuration with ε 1 ¼ 4 and ε 3 ¼ 1:96. The other two configurations were symmetrical. One was with ε 1 ¼ ε 3 ¼ −Reðε m Þ ¼ 3:16, and the other was with the less optically dense medium, ε 1 ¼ ε 3 ¼ 1:96. We chose d 1 ¼ d 3 ¼ 10 nm based on values proposed in Ref. [10] for an aluminum superlens. The magnitude of the metal slab transmission, τ m , and of the total TF are plotted as a function of the normalized frequency Fig. 3 . For comparison, the transmissions through free space over 30 nm for τ m and over 50 nm for TF are also plotted. In Fig. 3(a) τ m show strong peaks associated with SPP amplification in both symmetrical configurations (dashed and dotted curves) along with a transmission dip around k x0 ¼ 1. In the close-to-the-cutoff configuration (thick curve), the LRB mode peak is suppressed and τ m shows a near-flat amplification profile over a wide range, 1 ≤ k x0 ≤ 4, of the spectrum. In Fig. 3(b) for the TF the propagation over d 1 and d 3 suppresses the broad SRB mode peaks at high frequencies. In the close-to-the-cutoff configuration (thick curve), the TF shows the enhancement of the evanescent waves over a range of 1 ≤ k x0 ≤ 2:5, compared to free space propagation without the superlens (dashed curve). In the two symmetrical configurations the high LRB mode peak at 1 < jk x j < 2 is observable; in the configuration ε 1 ¼ ε 3 ¼ 1:96 the TF shows two sharp feature peaks (dotted curve). We then compute the images of a magnetic potential pattern comprising two 40 nm wide slits with 80 nm spacing for the close-to-the-cutoff and the two symmetrical configurations. The images were obtained by the inverse Fourier transform of the transmitted spatial frequency spectrum through the TFs of the superlens. Figure 4 shows the image plane field intensity distributions. Although all superlens configurations give well-resolved images of the object, as shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(c) , the images from both symmetrical configurations show a strong central lobe between the two slits along with sidelobes, as shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), whereas the image from the close-to-the-cutoff configuration gives a good image of the two slits, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . For comparison, Fig. 4(d) shows the field intensity in the image plane after propagation through free space without the superlens, in which the two slits are not well resolved. Thus, the benefit of the metallic superlens designed in the close-to-the-cutoff condition is evident.
Conclusion
We have described the imaging properties of the 2-D metallic superlens with both the superlens theory and the SPP waveguide mode analysis by associating the image field with the SPP waveguide modes whose spatial spectrum profiles are in good agreement with the dominant features of the superlens transfer function. These peaks are known to cause sidelobes in the image of isolated subwavelength patterns. We have shown that by increasing the asymmetry ratio of the structure ε 1 =ε 3 or decreasing the metal layer thickness, one can approach the cutoff condition of the long-range mode and obtain a near-flat transfer function at the price of reducing the SPP amplification peaks to a reasonable level and thus significantly improve the imaging performance. We have shown the design of a close-tothe-cutoff silver superlens structure at λ ¼ 376 nm with a strong suppression of the sidelobes in the image of a two-slit nanometric pattern.
